
Northville Downs presents 

The Big Horse Handicapper 
Friday, June 24, 2022

Full-Card Selections $5 Show Parlay
1 2-1-7 5 2-1a-7 9 5-6-4     Race 4: #7 Some Nobody 

    Race 5: #2 Explosive Empress 
    Race 6: #2 Honor's Image 
    Race 9: #5 Striking Reality 
    Race 10: #5 Classic Playter

2 8-3-2 6 2-4-8 10 2-5-8      
3 4-1a-6 7 9-3-4 11 3-6-5

4 1-7-5 8 5-3-2 12 1a-5-3

A Closer Look
This section features more in-depth analysis on selected events from each card of racing at 

Northville Downs, with something for the novice player and seasoned handicapper alike.

Race 7 Race 12
9 - SPLIT POT makes lifetime start 12 and tries the second tier 
tonight.  Might just slide to a nice spot early, moved portably 
to score last week.  Sensible lead choice for many tickets, but 
tab tote.  3 - MEGGIE MAY has reliably been near the speed 
and sometimes creates it.  Returned to better form last week 
after tiring two prior.  Good situation overall for tonight, very 
useful.  4 - ARTS BEACH continues to reliably catch shares 
and can get a good early situation and maintain it.  Part of this 
equation.

1a - PETES PARTY TOOLS won from an outer post last week 
and also gets into the good form he'll need to take the final.  
Best post in the sequence so far.  Must use.  5 - SWAN 
HILLUVA TIME broke early but recovered to be an excellent 
second.  Superb since return to racing last month.  Win 
chance with a potential for value.  3 - SUSIE KAN DUE won 
well off a powerful middle move three back and closed 
respectably for a share as favorite in most recent.  Sustained 
gains in recent miles encourage.  Can share with similar. Race 8

5 - OMYHEART gets another try directly behind the car today.  
Good recent pair with an attractive win two prior.  Having 
speed to chase only helps.   3 - ENCHANTED MISSION 
controlled speed last week.  A chance to repeat with like in 
this very valuable mile.  2 - EMPIRE EARL N also likes the 
lead, but tried pocketing last week.  What's their plan?

Race 11 Driver Selections
5 - I'M LEAVING TODAY has an outer post in the small field, 
yet has enough demonstrated raw speed to close well (as 
shown last week) and could be gearing up for a very 
productive summer of racing.  Minding gait imperative.  3 - 
NTHECROWDGOESWILD makes a fourth career start tonight, 
and week-to-week speed improvement catches our attention.  
4 - MYSTICAL LAKE has also turned it up a notch in the late 
stages of his last pair.  The most experienced of the quintet.  
Might leave. The field overall presents an interesting five-way 
chess match.  Position and available reserve after the first 
minute of action will be everything.

Race 2 
Art McIlmurray: #1 over #6 

Race 4 
Justin Irvine: #3 over #4 
Kody Massey: #6 over #7 

Race 7 
David Lake: #2 over #4

Non-Wagering Race 1 
Justin Irvine: #8 over #7 
David Lake: #9 over #2 

Non-Wagering Race 2 
Jason Merriman: #6 over #5


